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Abstract

Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are among the most promising solutions to transportation
decarbonization, yet some vehicle-days' energy requirements cannot be satisfied by an
existing, affordable BEV. These days account for a significant percentage of total personal
vehicle energy consumption in the United States (US). Identifying activity patterns on these
high-energy days is important for estimating the potential for mass adoption of BEVs.
However, the current literature has yet to understand the characteristics of such days at the
national level, and the implications for the electrification potential of personal vehicles.

This thesis aims to understand what kinds of vehicle activity patterns constitute high-
energy vehicle-days and to evaluate potential solutions for vehicle electrification, namely
improving BEV charging infrastructure and car-sharing. We have developed a set of meth-
ods to extract representative high-energy vehicle-day activity profiles. Targeting such days,
the thesis evaluates the increase in BEV adoption potential through expanded charging
infrastructure, providing commercial car-sharing, and allowing intra-household vehicle-
sharing.

This research finds that high-energy days across the US have relatively regular vehicle-
day activity patterns. Car-sharing and expanded charging infrastructure an help enable
BEV adoption potential. On a typical day, providing commercial car-sharing services for
the longest home-based tour to 9% of vehicle-days is equivalent to increasing everyones'
battery capacity level by 17%, in terms of BEV adoption potential. Furthermore, intra-
household vehicle-sharing shows promise for increasing BEV adoption potential. Methods
and insights from this research can help decision-makers identify efficient policy options
for accelerating BEV adoption.

Thesis Supervisor: Jessika E. Trancik
Title: Atlantic Richfield Career Development Associate Professor in Energy Studies
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

According to 2016 US Annual Energy Outlook, the transportation sector accounts for

28.4% of total energy consumption in the US [54]. More than half of this number comes

from light-duty vehicles[55]. Changing households' energy usage when traveling has a

great potential to decrease the dependency of the transportation sector on fossil fuels and

ease environmental problems. One way to decrease household energy consumption is by re-

placing existing internal combustion engine vehicles with battery electric vehicles (BEVs).

BEVs offer the potential to decrease greenhouse gas emissions and reduce oil imports,

but have limited utility due to a reduced driving range. We measure the impact of range

constraints through vehicle-days (days when a personal vehicle is used) with high-energy

requirements. Reduced BEV driving range is mostly attributed to limited battery capac-

ity and public EV charging infrastructure, which leaves most BEV owners able to charge

only once a day, at home, or twice a day, at home and work. Under these charging condi-

tions, battery technology associated with an existing, affordable BEV can only satisfy 87%

of US households' personal vehicle day energy requirements. Yet the other 13% of high

energy-demanding households account for 39% of the total personal vehicle travel energy

requirements [37]. These high-energy days are barriers to BEV adoption and stand in the

way of transportation decarbonization.

One way to overcome the range constraint is by increasing battery capacity, but this is
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limited by the rate of technology improvement and production cost reduction. Expanded

public charging infrastructure could improve BEVs' functional driving range, while car-

sharing services could allow BEV owners to use conventional vehicles for some trips on

high-energy days.To better understand the high-energy days and how useful public charging

infrastructure and car-sharing could improve BEV daily adoption potential targeting these

days, it is helpful to examine how people use their vehicles on high-energy days.

Many models and frameworks have been proposed to study the adoption potential of

battery electric vehicles, yet most of them are based on assumptions about the characteris-

tics of high-energy travel days instead of using data reflecting real-world driving habits. A

comprehensive analysis of high-energy vehicle-days' activity patterns in the US is lacking

in the literature. This thesis addresses the current literature gap by first identifying the char-

acteristics of high-energy vehicle-days, and evaluating how expanded public EV charging

infrastructure and car-sharing (including shared car services and intra-household vehicle

sharing) could increase BEV adoption potential, using a dataset that is representative of

nationwide vehicle-day travel in the US.

1.2 Research questions

The goal of the thesis is to examine vehicle-days whose personal vehicle-day energy re-

quirement cannot be satisfied by current BEV battery technology on one charge. The main

research questions are: Can we identify the vehicle activity patterns on high-energy days?

What are the implications for BEV public charging infrastructures to encourage BEV adop-

tion? How can car-sharing services and intra-household vehicle sharing increase BEV

adoption potential by targeting these high-energy days? To answer these questions, a set

of methods has been developed to extract representative vehicle-day activity profiles of

high-energy vehicle-days. A detailed analysis is performed on the characteristics of the ex-

tracted profiles. Then, the thesis evaluates the potential impact of expanded BEV charging

infrastructure on BEV daily adoption potential by evaluating two contingency scenarios,

one where public charging stations are widely available and the other where only home-

charging is available. In addition, the thesis evaluates the impact of shared-car services on
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increasing BEV adoption potential by developing a framework that analyzes the trade-off

between providing car-sharing services and improving battery capacity. An intra-household

vehicle sharing model has also been developed to evaluate the impact on BEV daily adop-

tion potential by balancing vehicle-day energy use between household vehicles on a given

day. To demonstrate these two methods, the thesis evaluates contingency scenarios for

each, assuming that the sampled vehicle-day in NHTS data is a typical vehicle-day in the

households.

1.3 Thesis structure

The thesis is structured as follows. The second chapter is a comprehensive review of rel-

evant literature on the potential of BEVs to decarbonize road transport, current barriers to

BEV adoption, and possible solutions to overcome these barriers, using methodologies to

extract travel activity patterns and frameworks to evaluate BEV adoption potential. In the

third chapter, Section 3.1 describes the data source, 2009 US National Household Travel

Survey. Section 3.2 details the methodologies used to characterize vehicle-day activity pat-

terns. Section 3.3 presents an intra-household vehicle sharing model developed to evaluate

the impact on BEV daily adoption potential by balancing household vehicle-day energy

use. The fourth chapter includes a summary of all the findings by applying the set of meth-

ods in Chapter 3 to the data. Section 4.1 summarizes the most common vehicle-day activity

patterns on high-energy days. Given these days, Section 4.2 examines the impact of ex-

panded public charging infrastructure on BEV daily adoption potential in two contingency

scenarios: 1) where public charging is widely available; 2) where only home charging is

available. Section 4.3 establishes a framework that demonstrates the impact of providing

shared car services and allowing intra-household vehicle sharing on BEV daily adoption

potential. A contingency scenario is provided for each. The fifth chapter discusses some

future work to be done, and the last chapter offers a summary of the work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides context for the work presented in this thesis. First, Section 2.1 dis-

cusses the critical role played by BEVs in decarbonizing road transportation. Next, in

Section 2.2, five barriers of BEV adoption are identified and explained in detail, with a

particular focus on the range constraints of BEVs. To overcome these barriers, section

2.3 discusses two potential solutions: improving public BEV charging infrastructure and

car-sharing. These two sections lay the groundwork for understanding the motivation of

the solutions evaluated in Chapter 4. Finally, section 2.4 provides an overview of models

on human travel activity pattern recognition and frameworks developed to evaluate BEV

adoption potential.

2.1 Road transportation decarbonization

To mitigate climate change and meet climate targets, BEVs have been recognized as a

promising technology option in much of the relevant literature [18, 19, 17, 53, 21, 16, 57].

Compared to internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs), BEVs have lower life-cycle

GHG emissions [27]. An extensive analysis of existing BEV models in the market shows

that most BEVs available today meet the 2030 climate target, while deep grid decarboniza-

tion is needed in order for BEVs to meet the 2050 climate target [33]. In a recent report

on the impact of EV penetration on global climate change mitigation, the United States is

one of the countries that benefit the most from EV penetration as more electric vehicles

17



are entering the fleet and lower-carbon energy sources are becoming widely available [38].

The benefits of a nationwide transition to electric vehicles are likely to exceed its costs by

an order of magnitude, provided that strong, adaptive and supportive public polices are im-

plemented and technological advances proceed as expected [12, 13]. Several studies have

examined the critical role played by public policy in EV uptake in U.S. cities. It has been

found that among the seven leading electric vehicle-deployment cities, five are in states

that have adopted California's Zero Emission Vehicle program, and six have attractive con-

sumer incentives [41]. A report suggests that BEVs with lithium-ion batteries may require

20 years of subsidies to achieve a large market share [6]. Another study estimates this

period to be 8-10 years before the EV market becomes self-sustaining [15].

2.2 Barriers to BEV adoption

The diffusion of BEVs is both enabled and impeded by several strongly positive feedbacks,

including the accumulation of consumer familiarity from word-of-mouth communication,

technological improvements resulting from R& D, learning by doing, economy of scale

and scope, coevolution of complementary assets, including refueling infrastructure, and

the turnover of the vehicle fleet [241. Many studies have identified several barriers of BEV

adoption that can be seen as the "transition cost" from a public policy perspective or "prod-

uct gap" from an EV company perspective [1]. The barriers of mass BEV adoption can be

mainly divided into five categories based on the existing literatures:

" High up-front purchase cost

" Reduced driving range

" Limited public charging infrastructure

" Long recharging times

" Consumer attitudes such as unfamiliarity with BEV technology and lack of confi-

dence in its performance

In the following sections, we will discuss each barrier in detail.
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2.2.1 High up-front purchase cost

The consumer survey literature consistently finds the price premium between a BEV and

a comparable ICEV as a major barrier to BEV sales. It has been found that consumers

are reluctant to pay more than a certain amount for an electric vehicle, typically around

$30,000 [38]. The future cost of BEVs depends on many factors including the battery

cost, drive train cost, and oil and electricity price. While we see a decreasing trend in

BEV cost in much of the cited literatures, many of these factors are uncertain and hard to

project. A study conducted by Greene et al. estimates that after 2040 BEVs will be less

costly than comparable ICEVs, assuming that battery cost reaches $160/kWh by 2050 and

that a fully-learned production becomes high volume [12, 13]. Part of the cost reduction

will come from load reduction as a typical passenger car is projected to weigh 30% less

than a comparable 2010 vehicle by 2050 as a result of mass reduction, smaller drag and

rolling resistance, engine downsizing, and smaller battery size, etc.. This major load reduc-

tion has a direct impact on driving down the cost of battery-electric drivetrains, as electric

drivetrains scale more directly with power as compared to internal combustion engine driv-

etrains [12, 13]. Industry-wide battery cost has been also found to decline overtime by

approximately 14% annually between 2007 and 2014, while the cost of battery packs used

by market-leading BEV manufacturers has been found to be even lower ($300/kWh) and

has declined by 8% annually [5]. Apart from technology improvement, the high up-front

cost of BEVs can also be mitigated with the help of public incentives. It has been found that

state electric vehicle incentives are playing a significant early role in reducing the effective

cost of ownership and driving electric vehicle sales [32].

2.2.2 Reduced driving range

Currently the battery technology prevents BEVs achieving the high range required by mod-

ern consumers, causing the primary use for electric vehicles to be in niche applications such

as urban or suburban local travel, perhaps as a second or third family vehicle. A study per-

formed by Needell et al. finds that personal vehicle energy consumption distribution in the

U.S. has a heavy tail, with 13% of vehicle-days representing 39% of total vehicle energy
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consumption [37] . Despite the fact that a BEV can meet 86% of vehicle-day energy re-

quirement on one charge, the small percentage of long-distance trips still prevent BEVs to

become an all-purpose vehicle compared to ICEVs. Range anxiety is also found to be a key

barrier in EV promotion in many studies due to BEV's limited range [51, 31]. Franke and

Krems find that range preferences of EV users are substantially higher than their average

range needs [52]. Another survey found that 70% of drivers surveyed would expect an EV

to travel 300 miles before they would consider purchasing one [7]. Current BEVs in the

market such as Nissan Leaf (100 miles), Ford Focus (100 miles) and Tesla Model S (160

miles) are significantly below this expectation [28]. Thus, extending the functional range

of BEVs is critical for mass adoption [6].

2.2.3 Limited public charging infrastructure

BEVs also face the chicken-and-egg problem of refueling infrastructure coevolution [15].

In one survey, 54% of surveyed consumers would not consider purchasing an EV until

charging locations are both widely available and as easy to locate as gas stations are today

[8]. Currently, it is difficult for utility companies to invest in EV recharging infrastructures,

because the cost of installing such infrastructures amortized over 15 years is estimated to

double electricity price [43].

2.2.4 Long recharging times

Another barrier limiting wide adoption of BEVs is the long recharging times compared

to gasoline-powered ICEVs. Currently it takes around 30 minutes to recharge, considered

an unacceptable long time by mainstream customers. The battery recharging time is also

limited by the battery chemistry and design elements such as energy density, weight. High

energy batteries such as Lithium-ion batteries are limited to 30-minute recharging times.

While hybrid batteries are designed for high power and can be recharged in less than 5

minutes, they are three times the cost and twice the size and weight compared to Lithium-

ion batteries. Other battery technologies such as Lithium-air batteries have potential to

improve range to 200-400 miles, but they require even longer recharge times [8].
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2.2.5 Consumer attitudes

Other than technology and infrastructure improvement, familiarity with and confidence in

BEV technology also play significant roles in BEV adoption [10, 28]. Consumers will

only purchase this kind of new and complex technology once they have enough informa-

tion about, understanding of, and emotional attachment to the technology. Such familiarity

accumulates through social exposure to marketing strategies and "word of mouth" commu-

nication, such as conversations with friends, as well as observing and "trialing" the technol-

ogy in use, such as taking a ride in a Prius taxi or driving a BEV rental car [23]. Marketing

is particularly important early in the process of new product launch as it provides the ex-

ternal information needed to educate early adopters who go on to generate word-of-mouth

recommendations. For example, between 2000 and 2010, Toyota invested an estimated

$300 million marketing the Toyota Prius in the United States, educating consumers about

the unique aspects of the Prius' hybrid-electric powertrain [15].

2.3 Potential solutions

2.3.1 Improving EV charging infrastructure

Electric vehicle uptake and public charging infrastructure are routinely found to be linked,

although some studies that indicated that home charging is much more heavily utilized [4].

An extensive study of electric vehicle uptake in California cities finds a positive correla-

tion between total electric vehicle sales and public charging availability per capita [49].

Although most EV charging occurs at home, followed by charging at work, drivers still

rely on publicly available charging stations to complete trips beyond their immediate home

or workplace environment. Essentially the functional driving range of BEVs is increased

with the help of public chargers. Even though public charging equipment may only be

used infrequently [47], the presence and visibility of public charging availability increases

the confidence of consumers in EV technology [44]. More visible charging infrastructures

may also increase general awareness, understanding, or comfort about the viability of the

electric vehicles among prospective new buyers [49]. Another study on public charging
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Figure 2-1: Electric vehicle promotion actions (shown on the vertical axis), charging in-
frastructure (shown on the horizontal axis), and new electric vehicle shares (indicated by
bubble size) in 2014 in the 25 most populous US metropolitan areas [41].

infrastructure in the 200 most populous US metropolitan areas finds that the benchmarks of

200 to 300 Level 2 chargers and approximately 30 DC fast chargers per million population

correspond with the areas of highest electric vehicle adoption [40]. Metropolitan areas with

the most extensive charging infrastructure availability per capita provide a value of approx-

imately $1,000 for electric vehicle owners [39]. This calculation is based on the ability of

public charging infrastructures to extend the functional range of an EV and to reduce the

use of a "replacement vehicle" to cover the same annual mileage of a conventional vehicle.

Research done by Neubauer and Wood also suggests that EV acceptance of high mileage

drivers can be greatly increased if more EV public charging stations are available because

accessibility decreases range anxiety [22].

2.3.2 Car-sharing services

There are two types of car-sharing that could potentially encourage adoption of BEVs:

shared-car services where a vehicle not owned by the household is available when needed
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(e.g. ZipCar, rental car services), and intra-household vehicle-sharing, where trips can be

switched from one household vehicle to another to balance the energy use of each vehicle.

Availability of another car not owned by the household for occasional long-range trips can

significantly increase the functional driving range, while providing a great opportunity to

build potential customer familiarity and confidence with BEV technology if car-sharing

companies use BEVs as the shared cars [23]. A study performed by Khayati and Kang

evaluates a scenario where household vehicles can be shared among household members to

encourage adoption of BEVs [29]. The results suggest that intra-household vehicle sharing

has the potential to enable wider adoption of BEVs by allowing reallocation of activities

among household members. Another paper by Nicholas and Tal also examines BEV adop-

tion potential from a household perspective by looking at the shift of vehicles trips between

BEVs and gasoline-powered household vehicles [42].

2.4 Methodology review

2.4.1 Travel activity pattern recognition algorithms

There have been many models and algorithms proposed in the literature to recognize travel

activity patterns. Most of these models can be divided into two categories depending on

the data source used by the model: household travel survey data and cellphone data. We

will summarize some models that have been built using each type of data below. Bow-

man and Ben-akiva have proposed an activity-based, discrete choice model that represents

a person's choice of activity and associated travel patterns [26]. The activity patterns in-

clude (a) primary (most important) activity of the day, with one alternative being to remain

at home for the entire day's activities; this is the most important activity of the day, (b)

type of tour for the primary activity, including number, purpose and sequence of activ-

ity stops; and (c) number and purpose of secondary tours. Tour models include choice

of time of day, destination, and mode of travel, as well as how these are conditioned by

the choice of activity pattern. The choice of activity pattern is influenced by the expected

maximum utility derived from the available tour alternatives. Another study examines the
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trade-off between behavioral realism and model complexity in activity-based models, as

this is one of the main challenges facing the travel-demand modelers [59]. Paper [58] ap-

plies the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to analyze travel day activity schedule

from 2009 Shanghai Household Travel Survey and cluster individuals with similar activ-

ity patterns using Affinity Propagation clustering method. Hafezi et al. have developed

a four-step pattern recognition model that clusters individuals with similar daily activity

patterns and extracts representative patterns for each cluster using fuzzy C-means cluster-

ing algorithm [14]. Eagle and Pentland are the first to apply eigenvector decomposition to

study human activity patterns using cellphone data [36]. Building on their work, several

other studies have been performed, including a study conducted by Jiang et al. that looks at

activity-based household travel survey in Chicago metropolitan areas [25]. The study ap-

plies principle component analysis and k-means clustering on travel survey data to examine

the inherent day activity structure and identify clusters of individual travel behaviors. An-

other study conducted by Gonzalez et al. looks at mobile phone traces and finds that there

is a significant amount of regularities in human mobility patterns [11]. Similar finding have

also been observed in later research papers such as [3].

2.4.2 Frameworks to evaluate the adoption potential of BEVs

Many different approaches have been proposed when evaluating the adoption potential of

BEVs in the literature [45]. This section highlights some Paper [50] examines the feasibility

and impact of electric vehicle as a second car in two-vehicle households in the Puget Sound

region. The research finds that EVs with 60 miles of useful range could be acceptable

to nearly 90% of two-car households and could electrify nearly 55% of travel in those

households. Jakobsson et al. evaluate the potential of BEV adoption for different cars in

multi-vehicle households in Sweden and Germany and find that the second car in multi-

vehicle households is more suitable to be replaced by a BEV in terms of its required day

driving needs [20]. A study conducted in Austin metropolitan area examines personal travel

decisions and suggests that the shift to a more fuel-efficient vehicle fleet by offering rebates

is important to achieve substantial energy and emission savings in the US[35]. [56]'s work
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answers the question: what is a reasonable target for BEV range for it to be widely adopted

considering travel demand and cost? Using an agent-based model, the paper finds that 250

km or 300 km is a suitable range for battery electric vehicles to satisfy most of the travel

needs. Another paper examines the impact of socio-economic factors and government

incentives on the modal split between EVs and gasoline-powered vehicles [48]. The study

applies an aggregated binomial logit model to panel data across different states in the US

from 2003 to 2011. In another study on BEV range requirement conducted by Shi et

al., an optimization model has been developed to calculate the battery range needed to

satisfy 100% of individual travel demands. The model is then applied to a case study in

Beijing using data from both taxis and private vehicles [46]. To identify the characteristics

of potential BEV adopters, Dua et al. develop a set of clustering algorithms and use a

multinomial logistic regression model to identify features that distinguish BEV adopters

from others [9].
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Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter provides an overview of the methodology used in this thesis. Section 3.1

covers the data source, the 2009 US National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), as well as

some initial data-processing procedures for preparing the model inputs fed into the model.

NHTS provides detailed household vehicle trip information that is representative of vehicle

travel patterns in the US at a national level. Section 3.2 and 3.3 detail the models used in

this thesis. Section 3.2 moves through each module of the model to extract representative

vehicle-day activity patterns on high-energy days as follows: binary encoded vehicle day

activity data is fed into principle component analysis to extract the features that explain

the most amount of variance in the data, the weighted principle component scores are then

used as inputs to adaptive k-means clustering algorithm to decide the number of clusters

k needed to represent all observations with the desired representativeness level, and the

result is finally fed into a hierarchical clustering algorithm for a balance between cluster

representativeness and size. (The overall flow of the model is illustrated in Figure 3-4.)

Section 3.3 describes the intra-household vehicle-sharing model developed in this thesis.

The model is later used in Chapter 4 to evaluate the increase in BEV adoption potential by

balancing vehicle-day energy use within multi-vehicle households on a given day.
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3.1 Data

The analysis uses a comprehensive cross-sectional dataset from the National Household

Travel Survey (NHTS) conducted by US Department of Transportation from April 2008

to April 2009 across the US. Each household is randomly sampled for one day, where a

respondent answers a series of questions covering household demographics, vehicle own-

ership, detailed travel day trip characteristics of each household member, including trip

purpose, mode, time, etc. A total of approximately 176,000 vehicle-trips made by 122,000

households has been sampled [2]. Energy used for each trip is calculated using TripEnergy

model [34]. We assume the vehicle specifications of a Nissan leaf 2009 because we are

interested in whether an EV can satisfy a household's current personal travel energy re-

quirement. In other words, we are not considering the type of vehicle currently being used

by households when computing vehicle energy consumption.

Because we are looking at cross-section data where each household is only randomly

sampled for one day during the same time period, March 2008 - April 2009, the difference

in trip day energy requirement could be attributed to either difference in household char-

acteristics or difference in travel days. In other words, high energy- demanding days that

we observe could either be made by special households or represent special days that all

types of households would make occasionally. Therefore, we cannot directly compare the

demographics of high energy-demanding households with other households. Instead, we

can compare the vehicle trips made on high-energy days and on other days, and look at

which households are behind these high-energy vehicle trips.

We group vehicle activity into three categories: home, outside (out-of-home) and driv-

ing. Trips made by trucks and taxis are filtered out. With information that includes trip

start time and end time, trip day of the week and month, current trip purpose and previ-

ous trip purpose for each vehicle trip made by the households, we can construct a vehicle

trip vector that records which types of trips are being performed using personal vehicle

as the transportation device throughout the day for each observation of vehicle-day. We

divide 24 hours in a day into ninety-six 15-minute time bins and assign one of nine activ-

ities to each bin. The choice of fifteen minutes for each time bin allows for both inclu-
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Figure 3-1: Illustration of assigning vehicle trips to time bins.

sion of details and for minimizing noise in the data. An activity is assigned to a time bin

[t, t + 15 minutes] if one of the following two conditions is met: 1). trip start time falls

in [t, t + 15 minutes) time interval; 2). trip start time is before time t and trip end time

is at or after time t. There is the possibility that more than one trip is assigned to a time

bin. In this case, we assign the trip that occupies more time in the time bin as the trip

for that time bin so that there is at most one trip in each bin. The time occupied by a trip

in a time bin [t, t + 15] is defined as: min(15, trip end time - t) if condition 1) is met and

min(trip end time - trip start time, t + 15 - trip start time) if condition 2) is met. If the time

occupied by multiple trips in a time bin is the same, we randomly choose one trip assuming

it follows a uniform distribution and assign it to the time bin. In this way, we ensure that at

most one activity is assigned to each time bin in the vehicle trip vector.

One problem with the vehicle trip vector is that we observe spikes over time consider-

ing that most vehicle trips are not very long. Ninety-six percent of vehicles are shorter than

one hour and 83% are shorter than 30 minutes. The distribution of vehicle trip duration for

weekdays and weekends are shown in Figure 3-2. The sparsity of vehicle trips through-

out the day will result in eigenvectors being too noisy when we apply principle component

analysis. Three of the most obvious ways to deal with this issue are to: 1) smooth the eigen-

vectors after performing PCA, 2) smooth the vehicle trip vector before performing PCA,

and 3) instead of regular principle component analysis, perform functional principle com-

ponent analysis which approximates each observation with k basis functions, effectively

reducing the dimensionality from 96 time bins to k. However, approach 1) and 3) might

cause some problems when we want to reconstruct the original data from PCA results to

obtain physical interpretation of the results. Therefore we smooth the vehicle trip vector

by constructing vehicle activity vectors that fill in the gap between vehicle trips with the
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Figure 3-2: Trip duration distribution on weekdays.

previous trip. For the time bins before the first vehicle trip of the day, we fill them with the

purpose of the last trip made the day before. So there is one and only one activity for each

time bin in the vehicle activity vector. We may understand each vehicle activity vector as

a record of the type of activities are people are doing at each time bin, using a personal

vehicle as the transportation device to get to that activity. That is, we seek to show for

which activities people are using their personal vehicles and for how long they stay at the

activity before moving on to the next activity using the same vehicle.

3.2 Extracting representative vehicle-day activity patterns

An overview of the proposed methodology is detailed in Figure 3-4. The input is vehicle-

day activity data from the 2009 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), detailing trip

start time, end time, and trip purpose of each vehicle trip in the sampled day. Another input

is parameter e*, which controls the desired representativeness of the extracted vehicle-day

activity profiles for each observation. The output is T representative vehicle-day activity
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Figure 3-3: Illustration of constructing vehicle activity vector from vehicle trip vector.

profiles that can represent 90% of all observations with an error below 0*. We first perform

principle component analysis (PCA) on binary encoded vehicle-day activity data to obtain

scores that represent the original data in the principle component subspace. These scores

are then weighted by importance of each principle component.The reason behind this step

is that we want to extract the features that distinguish vehicle-day activities the most, and

give these features higher weight when comparing two vehicle-days in the following steps.

Then we feed these weighted scores together with 0* into adaptive k-means algorithm. The

algorithm will output k*: the number of clusters needed for all observations to achieve 0*.

To further reduce the number of clusters, we apply hierarchical clustering to sequentially

merge the correlated clusters until 90% of data are below 0*. This would eventually give

us T representative vehicle-day activity profiles.

For each observation of a vehicle-day, we calculate its energy requirement distribution

using TripEnergy model and categorize them into high-energy and low-energy days de-

pending on whether the day energy requirement falls above or below the usable battery

capacity of a 2013 Nissan Leaf (19.2 kWh). The usable battery capacity is calculated as

80% of battery capacity because fully charging and discharging a battery can degrade its

performance over time. The high-energy days are the days that we want to focus on be-

cause the traveler is not able to use a battery electric vehicle without charging during the

day. We also analyze weekdays and weekends separately since we would expect different

activity patterns for these days. In the following sections, we discuss each step in detail.
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Figure 3-4: Overview of the proposed method.

3.2.1 Problem formulation

We divide 24 hours in a day into ninety-six 15-minute time bins. A vehicle is in one of

three states in each 15-minute time bin. To record what each vehicle is doing at different

times of the day, for each observation of vehicle day i, we construct a vehicle activity

vector x( = (x , E {0, 1}D of dimension D = 96 - 3. For all t = 1, ... ,96,

X1 3 (t-)' () are binary indicators of which one of the three states the vehicle is

in: home, out-of-home, driving. If we observe a vehicle at home from 00:00-00:15 AM,

then x = 1. For all i = 1,...,N, there is exactly one activity being performed at each 15-

minute time bin:

(x(_) =1, Vt = 1,...,96. (3.1)
j=1

3.2.2 TripEnergy Model

The TripEnergy model matches each vehicle trip in NHTS to drive cycles from a GPS

database and computes a bootstrapped distribution of energy consumption for a given ve-

hicle model [37, 34]. An overview of the TripEnergy model is shown in Figure 3-5. For

each observation of vehicle-day, we sum the energy requirement for all trips to obtain the

vehicle day energy requirement. The model result has been cross-validated to ensure its

robustness.

Vehicle day energy requirement is closely related with range anxiety and can be seen

as barriers to BEV adoption. In order to evaluate the adoption potential of BEVs, the
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Figure 3-5: Overview of TripEnergy model [37].

following metric is defined to calculate the percentage of vehicle days where an ICEV can

be replaced by a BEV given that the vehicle starts its day with a fully-charged battery and

does not charge during the day:

Daily Adoption Potential (DAP) = E 1 E= (EEV < Echarge)Wi[37]
E=BW

(3.2)

where E/7EV is the energy requirement of a BEV on vehicle-day i in bootstrapped world b,

Wi is an NHTS survey weight associated with vehicle-day i to adjust for over-sampling and

under-sampling of certain type of vehicle-day , Echarge is the usable battery capacity and

45(E EV < Echarge) is an indicator function that equals 1 when EEV <Ecrge.

3.2.3 Principle component analysis

Principle component analysis is applied to project the data onto a lower dimensional linear

space called principle subspace, such that the variance of the projected data is maximized.

Consider the dataset of vehicle activity vectors {x(0)}, where i = 1,...,N. N is the total

number of vehicle-days in the data. x(i) records what activity a vehicle is used for at dif-

ferent times of the day and has dimension (1 x D), where D is smaller than N. The sample
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mean of the (N x D) dataset X is given as

i Nx- (x(). (3.3)

The centered data matrix B (also known as design matrix) has dimension (N x D), with the

(i, d)th element equal to (x i - id). The (D x D) sample covariance matrix using centered

data is then defined as

S 1 BTB. (3.4)
N - I

Since S is symmetric, according to Spectral Theorem, it is orthogonally diagonalizable and

has only real eigenvalues. That is to say there exists real numbers A1 ,..., AD (eigenvalues)

and orthogonal, non-zero real vectors vI, ... , VD (eigenvectors) such that for all d = 1, ... ,D,

SVd = )LdVd. Applying eigenvalue decomposition to sample covariance matrix S, we obtain

S = ATAA, (3.5)

where A is the loading matrix whose kth column corresponds to the krh eigenvector of S and

A is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues corresponding to each

eigenvector. Let AI > A2 > ... > AD > 0 be the eigenvalues of S in decreasing order with

corresponding eigenvectors vI, ... , VD. These eigenvectors are the principle components of

data x. We construct a (1 x D) vector v with the dth element equal to Ad. The normalized

eigenvalues correspond to the percentage of variance explained by each principle compo-

nent. For example, the first principle component explains A 1 /T of the total variance and

points in the direction that explains the most amount of variance in the data. The loading

matrix is also the coefficient matrix of the principle components. We may understand the

first principle component as a linear function of the elements of x(0): a1Tx(i), where a1 is

the first column of A. The (N x D) principle component score matrix Z is defined as

Z = BA. (3.6)
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Figure 3-6: Top 10 eigenvectors of low-energy weekdays.

We can interpret principle component scores as projections of the original data in the prin-

ciple subspace. To account for the diminishing significance of principle components while

preserving all of them for convenient reconstruction of the original variables from scores,

we weight the principle component scores with the percent of variance explained by each

principle component. The element-wise matrix multiplication is as follows, where Z' is the

weighted score

Z'=ZOv . (3.7)

In Figures 3-6 to 3-9, we visualize the top 10 eigenvectors of low-energy and high-

energy weekdays and weekends. The percent of variance explained by each principle com-

ponent decreases from top to bottom. Activities at different times of the day are positively

correlated with each other if their eigenvectors have the same sign, and are negatively cor-

related otherwise. For example, the first principle component is a typical workday where

being at home from 8 AM to 5 PM is negatively correlated with being out-of-home during

this time period.

We find that the top 10 eigenvectors explain 68% of total variance in low-energy week-

days, 69% of low-energy weekends', 61% of high-energy weekdays' and 62% of high-
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Figure 3-9: Top 10 eigenvectors of high-energy weekend days.

energy weekends' as shown in Figure 3-10. This shows that households have similar

vehicle-day activity patterns, even on high-energy days, despite the complexity in human

travel behaviors.
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Figure 3-10: Percentage of variance explained by eigenvectors for each type of day.
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3.2.4 Adaptive k-means clustering

In order to group similar vehicle-days into a few classes, we perform clustering on the

weighted principle component scores. Adaptive k-means clustering algorithm is a varia-

tion of classical k-means clustering by introducing a new parameter 9* that controls the

representativeness of the clusters [30]. Classical k-means clustering algorithm aims to par-

tition N observations into K disjoint subsets Sj containing Nj data points so as to minimize

the within-cluster sum of squares by calculating the sum of euclidean distance from each

point in the cluster to the cluster center pj. The objective function is

K

arg min L L IIz' - pf|.(3.8)
j=1 nESj

z' is a weighted score in cluster Sj and pj is the mean of the weighted scores in Sj. IIz' -

pj 12 can be understood as a measure of difference between the data and the cluster center in

the principle subspace, which is equal to the difference in the original space. Therefore we

are essentially minimizing the difference between each vehicle day activity pattern and the

average pattern of the cluster to which it belongs. Adaptive k-means clustering algorithm

builds on this formulation and repeats splitting clusters whose centers' Euclidean distance

from data within the cluster is above a specified threshold 9*.

||IZ' - Centerj\| 2n 0*2  < E,, jV= 1, 2, ... , K (3.9)
||Center12  

-

The choice of 9* depends on the data and the desired cluster compactness. As 0* decreases,

we would expect the number of clusters K to increase. This trade-off can be seen in Figure

3-11, where we compare K from different values of 0*. In order to understand intuitively

what different values of 9* mean in terms of within-cluster similarity, we visualize the

observed vehicle-days assigned to the same cluster for 9 * = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 (as shown

in Figure 3-12). We sample some clusters when 0*= 0.1 and find the most similar cluster

when * = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 respectively. This allows us a fair comparison of different

9* values. The number of clusters found in the adaptive k-means clustering algorithm is

very large in order to meet the requirement of cluster representativeness 0*. Many of these
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Figure 3-11: We study the trade-off between 9*, cluster number k and cluster size distri-
bution for each type of day. As 8* increases, cluster number k decreases for all types of
days. From the figure on the left, an elbow is observed at 8* = 0.3 for both low-energy
weekdays and low-energy weekends. As k increases with decrease in 8*, we would expect
to see more clusters with smaller sizes. We show the distribution of cluster size on the right.
The distribution when 8* = 0.2 is more similar to that when 9* =0.1, and 9* =0.3 is more
similar to 0.4.

clusters are found to be very similar with high positive correlation as shown in Figure 3-

13. This leads us to the next section where we use hierarchical clustering to merge the

highly-correlated clusters to achieve a balance between the number of clusters and their

representativeness.

3.2.5 Hierarchical clustering

To reduce the number of clusters, we relax the constraint on 9* by applying hierarchical

clustering to sequentially merge the most similar clusters until we are only left with T

clusters [30]. We choose a T such that 90% of data fall below threshold 9* = 0.2, for

each type of day we are studying. T is chosen to be 70 for low-energy weekdays, 198 for

low-energy weekends, 109 for high-energy weekdays and 111 for high-energy weekends.

3.3 Intra-household vehicle-sharing model

An overview of the intra-household vehicle-sharing model is presented in Figure 3-14.

When evaluating the impact of balancing personal vehicle day energy use within multi-
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the adaptive k-means algorithm are highly-

vehicle households on a given day, we examine two cases below:

Strict vehicle-sharing takes into account the time when the shared tour is made and the

location of the two vehicles to/from which tour we would like to switch. Switching

a home-based tour from vehicle A to vehicle B is only possible if vehicle B is at

home at the start of vehicle A's trip and is not used to make other trips before vehicle

A's tour finishes. This scenario would incur minimum inconvenience to the driver as

there is no change to the activity schedule at all except which vehicle is used for the

activity. The reason behind considering only the home-based tour is that in order to

switch a tour from vehicle A to vehicle B, the starting location of vehicle A's tour

needs to be the same as the location of vehicle B. Because we do not have vehicle

location data but only vehicle trip purpose such as home, work, shopping etc., home-

based tour is the only tour for which can ensure that the vehicle is at the same location

at the start and end of the tour.

Relaxed vehicle-sharing does not take into account the time when the trip is made and

assumes that the travelers within the household can adjust their trip time to make

more vehicles in the household fall below the battery capacity. This scenario would

require from the drivers a greater willingness to cooperate.

To demonstrate the methodology, we evaluated one contingency scenario where only one
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home-based tour is allowed to be switched between household vehicles. Moreover, the

switched tour is the shortest sharable tour between household vehicles because this would

require minimum change to the current vehicle trip schedule. However, other contin-

gency scenarios could be evaluated in the future, such as allowing more than one tour

to be switched between household vehicles. Below, we define some terms used in within-

household vehicle-sharing:

Vehicle above: A vehicle whose day energy requirement is above the battery capacity

threshold.

Vehicle below: A vehicle whose day energy requirement is below the battery capacity

threshold.

Car-sharing tour: A tour such that switching it from one vehicle to another would in-

crease BEV daily adoption potential. For example, consider switching trips between

two vehicles A and B if 1) both vehicle A and B's day energy requirement are above

the battery capacity threshold, with a tour considered valid for car-sharing if switch-

ing it from vehicle A to vehicle B would make vehicle A's day energy requirement

fall below the battery capacity threshold, and vice versa and 2) vehicle A's day en-

ergy requirement is above the battery capacity threshold and vehicle B's is below,

with a tour considered valid for car-sharing if switching it from vehicle A to vehicle

B would make both vehicles' day energy requirement fall below the battery capac-

ity threshold. Details of all the possibilities of tour-switching between vehicles are

shown in Figure 3-15.

Best switch: When there is more than one tour valid for car-sharing among vehicles in the

household, "the best switch" is defined as switching of the shareable tour such that

the BEV daily adoption potential increases the most.
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Figure 3-14: An overview of vehicle sharing within multi-vehicle households on a given
day.
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Figure 3-15: A diagram of all the scenarios evaluated when finding the shortest shareable
home-based tour for 2-vehicle and 3-vehicle households. These types of households ac-
count for nearly 80% of all households with high-energy vehicle-days. "Above" means
the vehicle's day energy requirement is above the battery capacity threshold and "below"

means the opposite. A solid arrow line indicates that this is the only case we are consider-
ing for each row. Dashed arrow lines mean that that there is more than one possible way to

transfer trip between vehicles, but only one way can be chosen for each row.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents in three sections the results of the research. Section 4.1 characterizes

vehicle-day activity patterns across weekdays and weekends, high-energy and low-energy

days, and different seasons. This analysis shows that households have similar vehicle-day

activity patterns even on high-energy days, with 44 profiles needed to represent all observa-

tions of high-energy weekdays and 63 profiles needed for high-energy weekends. The in-

tuition obtained from examining these high-energy days give rise to two potential solutions

that could electrify such days, namely expanding public EV charging infrastructure and

car-sharing. They are examined in Section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Section 4.2 finds that

expanded public charging infrastructure has a different effect on extending the functional

range of these high-energy days depending on the battery capacity level, charging speed

and range buffer. Section 4.3.1 finds that under a contingency scenario where a shared

vehicle can be used for the longest home-based tour of the day, providing car-sharing ser-

vices to 9% of vehicle-days is equivalent to increasing everyone's battery capacity level

by 17%, in terms of BEV daily adoption potential. Section 4.3.2 demonstrates the intra-

household vehicle-sharing framework by evaluating a contingency scenario, assuming that

NHTS data represents a typical household vehicle-day and only one trip can be switched

between vehicles on a given day. Under this scenario, we find that intra-household vehicle

sharing may increase BEV daily adoption potential, yet this sharing requires incentives to

encourage changes in the current vehicle trip schedule.
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Figure 4- 1: Fraction of vehicle-days represented by the T vehicle-day activity profiles.

4.1 Characterizing vehicle-day activity patterns

We applied the set of proposed methods in Section 3.2 to high-energy and low-energy days

to identify a set of representative vehicle-day activity profiles for each of them. Weekdays

and weekends were analyzed separately because we would expect different activity patterns

on these days, with more work or school related activities on weekdays. We find that there

is a significant amount of regularity in vehicle-day activity patterns, even on high-energy

days. Twenty vehicle-day activity profiles are needed to represent 90% of the vehicle-

day activity patterns in low-energy weekdays with 0* = 0.2, 65 profiles are needed for

low-energy weekends, 44 for high-energy weekdays and 63 for high-energy weekends.

Unsurprisingly, weekend activities have more variation, so more profiles are needed to

achieve the same level of representativeness as weekdays. Low-energy weekday activities

are much more regular than high-energy weekdays, while low-energy weekends are about

the same as high-energy weekends in terms of activity regularity. To obtain an intuitive

understanding of the vehicle-day activity profiles, we visualize the vehicle-day activity

profiles of the vehicle-days closest to the centers of the N largest clusters (as shown in

Figure 4-2 and 4-3). N is chosen based on whether a cluster represents at least 1% of all

sample data observed on each type of day. These activity profiles can be understood as

the most typical vehicle day activities of each type of days studied, namely: low-energy

weekdays, low-energy weekends, high-energy weekdays, and high-energy weekends.

Three most common high-energy weekday vehicle-day activity patterns appear. These
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Figure 4-2: Most common vehicle-day activity profiles observed on high-energy weekdays
that represent at least 1% of observations.

patterns are based on the time spent at home between trips and the time of out-of-home

activities.

Travelers in the first kind of vehicle-day activity pattern are morning drivers and spend

at least one hour at home between trips. Profiles #1, #7, #9, #18, #19, #20 and #27 belong

to this category. This category accounts for total 19% of observations of high-energy week-

days. In all of these profiles except profile #27, the traveler leaves home in the morning

at approximately 9:15-10 AM, makes a short round-trip, and returns home before noon.

For the second home-based tour of the day, travelers in profile #1 leave home at 11 AM
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and make two trips outside before returning home at 3 PM. Travelers in profile #7 and #9

leaves home again later in the day around 1-2 PM. Travelers in profile #7 make their third

home-based tour about 5PM and return home around 7PM. For these high-energy days,

travelers have the opportunity to charge at home between trips if no public charging station

is available.

In the second kind of vehicle-day activity pattern, travelers spend fewer time at home

between trips, with most of their out-of-home activities happening between 7 AM and 8

PM. Profiles #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #8, #10, #12, #13, #14, #17, #21, #22, #23, #24 and

#25 belong to this category. This category accounts for total 49% of observations of high-

energy weekdays. In particular, profiles #2, #3, #4 and #6 all experience at least 8 hours

of dwelling time at an outside location during the day from approximately 8 AM to 4 PM.

For these high-energy days, drivers will need to charge at a public charging station in the

morning or afternoon in order to meet its day energy requirement, as they might not have

the opportunity to charge at home between trips. The long dwelling time at the outside

locations suggests that this is possible.

The third kind of vehicle-day activity pattern is similar to the second category, apart

from the fact that these travelers are still out-of-home for a few hours after 8 PM. Profiles

#11, #15, #16 and #26 belong to this category. This category accounts for total 7% of

observations. Except profile #15, all profiles in this category involve an extensive time

period spent at an outside location between 8 PM and 11 PM. Similar to category 2, drivers

would need to find public charging stations to meet their day energy demands. Both profiles

#11 and #26 recognize at least 8 hours of dwelling time during the day (8 to 4PM) and at

night (3 to 11PM), respectively. The other two profiles, recognize a shorter dwelling time

of about 4 hours during the day.

We observe similar kinds of vehicle-day activity patterns on high-energy weekends,

with the overall schedules being shifted to later times in the day compared to weekdays. On

high energy weekends, travelers in the first kind of activity pattern also spend an extensive

period at home between trips. Profiles #7, #9 and #12 belong to this category, accounting

for a total of 7% of observations. Travelers with profile #7 and #12 spend only 1-2 hours at

home between trips, while travelers with profile #9 spend around 4 hours at home between
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Figure 4-3: Most common vehicle-day activity profiles observed on high-energy weekends
that represent at least 1% of observations.

trips. The time of day spent outside is different for these 3 categories: profile #7 spends

most of the time outside between noon and 4 PM, profile #9 spends most of the time outside

between 6 PM and 10 PM, and profile #12 stays outside for short 15-minute intervals and

spends most of the time driving.

Travelers in the second kind of activity pattern spend less than one hour at home be-

tween trips, with most out-of-home activities happening in the morning or early afternoon

before 4 PM. Profiles #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #8, #10, #13, #14, #15, #17, #18, #19 and

#22 belong to this category. They account for total 46% of observations of high-energy
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weekends. The longest dwelling time at an outside location is 1-2 hours in profiles #1, #2,

#3, #4, #6 and #8, 2 to 4 hours in profiles #10, #13, #14, #15 and #17, and more than 4

hours in profiles #18, #19 and #22. This suggests that vehicle days have different potentials

to meet the day energy requirement with the help of public charging stations.

The third kind of activity pattern can be seen as representing "afternoon or night trav-

elers". Similar to the second category, travelers do not spend much time at home between

trips, with most out-of-home activities happening during later afternoon or night times.

Profiles #11, #16, #20, #21, #23, #24, #25, #26 and #27 belong to this category, accounting

for total 12% of observations. Travelers in all of the profiles spend more than 4 hours stay-

ing at one outside location, with profiles #16 and #23 spending more than 8 hours at one

outside location starting from early afternoon until end of the day. In particular, travelers

with profile #16 and #21 have not yet returned home yet at midnight, suggesting that they

are either staying out late or making a long overnight weekend trip. We can understand

these two profiles better if longitudinal data is available.

To test if there is any significant difference in vehicle activity patterns on high-energy

days in different seasons, a t-test is performed. The detailed formulation is shown below.

The results suggest that all of the T representative activity patterns are present in the differ-

ent seasons and that there are no activity patterns that distinguish one season from another.

T-test formulation: whether some activity patterns are more likely to appear in some days
than others
N: sample size satisfying condition I
N2 : sample size satisfying condition 2
XI. number of Ci among N1 X2. number of Ci among N2

N1  ,2 N2

S2= X 1 (1 Xi), S2 = X2(- X2 )
T X 1 X2  , d.f. N 1 +N 2 - 2

(N1  1)S +(N2-1)S2
N 1 N 2  NI+N2-

(1) If T < to.02 5 ,P(CilConditionl ) < P(CiCondition2)
(2) If T > to.97 5 , P(Ci|Condition1) > P(Ci|Condition2)
(3) Else, P(Ci|Condition1) = P(CilCondition2)

We are also interested in whether there is any significant difference in vehicle activity

patterns between high-energy weekdays and weekends. Using a cross-validation test, we
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of cross-validation accuracy distribution of randomly-assigned
labels with predicted label using vehicle-day activity patterns for high-energy weekdays
and high-energy weekends.

found that for both weekdays and weekends, cross-validation accuracy of the actual data

is significantly higher than that of randomly-assigned labels. As shown in Figure 4-4,

the cross-validation accuracy of the actual data is higher than 0.99 for both weekdays and

weekends, indicating that there is a significant difference in vehicle activity patterns on

high-energy weekdays and weekends.

Cross-validation test: whether vehicle-day activity patterns on weekdays and
weekends/high-energy and low-energy days are significantly different
1. Apply labels to the data (weekdays and weekends).
2. Divide the data into 10 equal subsamples for 10-fold cross validation; Weekday data is
under-sampled to ensure the same sample size as weekend data.
3. Apply a classifier with cross-validation to predict the labels using vehicle activity pat-
terns and compute the cross-validation accuracy;
4. Shuffle the labels across the data and re-apply the classifier. Repeat this for 100 times to
get the distribution of cross-validated accuracy with randomly-assigned labels;
5. Test if the actual cross-validation accuracy is significantly different from this distribu-
tion.

Using a similar cross-validation method, we tested whether there is any significant dif-

ference between high-energy and low-energy days for weekdays and weekends separately.

As shown in Figure 4-5 and 4-6, we found that high-energy and low-energy weekends can

both be predicted with higher than 0.99 cross-validation accuracy using just vehicle ac-

tivity patterns. The accuracy of the actual data is significantly different from that of the

randomly-assigned labels.
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Figure 4-5: Comparison of cross-validation accuracy distribution of randomly-assigned
labels with predicted label using vehicle-day activity patterns for high-energy and low-
energy weekends.

Given the characteristics of these high-energy days, we also want to know whether

these high-energy days appear on the same calendar days. If high-energy days concentrate

on only a few calendar days, it is more difficult to use public charging infrastructure and car-

sharing services to increase the functional driving range on these days. As we will observe

a surge of demand for these services on a few days and very little demand on other days of

the year. Figure 4-7 shows the distribution of calendar days of high-energy days normalized

by the sample size of each calendar day. NHTS does not include the specific dates for each

surveyed vehicle-day but only month, year, and day of the week. Distribution of high-

energy days over different days of the week in different month is not uniform, but there are

a significant number of high-energy days on each calendar day. Average number of high-

energy days is higher in the winter months (December, January and February) than in other

months, with at least 12% of days being high-energy days regardless of day of the week.

In other months we see this percentage drops to as low as 8%. We see Friday and Saturday

having the highest frequency of high-energy days in almost all months. Interestingly, we

note that September sees the most uniform distribution of high-energy days across different

days of the week, with the percentage of high-energy days stabilizing around 9% - 11%.
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of cross-validation accuracy distribution of randomly-assigned
labels with predicted label using vehicle-day activity patterns for high-energy and low-
energy weekdays.

4.2 Impact of expanded charging infrastructure on BEV

adoption potential

To examine the impact of expanded BEV charging infrastructure on high-energy days'

BEV daily adoption potential, we evaluated two contingency scenarios for charging speed

and range buffer for different battery capacity levels: 1) public charging stations are widely

available across the US and 2) only home-charging is available for BEV drivers.

For vehicles with a certain battery capacity, we wanted to know how many additional

trips do these scenarios allow them to cover (shown in Figure 4-8). Interestingly, high-

energy days do not benefit much from improved charging speed at the optimal battery

capacity level. High-energy days benefit much more from improved battery capacity than

higher charging speed, especially when battery capacity is low. As battery capacity in-

creases, the additional vehicle-days that can covered by widely available public charging

infrastructure slightly decreases. When only home-charging is available, the battery ca-

pacity level at which high-energy days benefit most is much lower. Higher home charging

speed plays an even less role in electrifying these high-energy days.

We are also interested in how improved charging infrastructure changes BEVs' daily

adoption potential. As shown in Figure 4-9, improvement in charging speed has very little

impact on improving the adoption potential, especially at low battery capacity levels. Im-
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Nissan Leaf model as

proving battery capacity level can increase BEV daily adoption potential, yet this increase

happens much slower after battery capacity reaches a certain level. For example, when

public charging is widely available, improving battery capacity from 25 kWh to 35 kWh

will only increase BEV daily adoption potential by 1%.

4.3 Impact of car-sharing on BEV adoption potential

In this section, we examine the impact of two types of car-sharing on BEV daily adoption

potential, namely shared vehicle services such as Zicpar and intra-household vehicle shar-

ing. A contingency scenario for each type of car-sharing is evaluated to demonstrate the

methodology. Shared vehicle service is evaluated in Section 4.3.1. We found that under

a contingency scenario assuming that households across the US have similar vehicle-day

activity patterns and they can only use car-sharing services for the longest home-based tour

of the day, BEV daily adoption potential of a 2013 Nissan Leaf model increases from 87%

to 96%. The service is equivalent to increasing the usable battery capacity of the BEV from

19.2 kWh to 34.7 kWh. Moreover, regardless of the baseline battery capacity and charac-
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Figure 4-8: Impact on high-energy days in two contingency scenarios of expanded charging
infrastructure.
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Figure 4-9: BEV DAP (a weighted measure of range constraints defined in Equation 3.2)
in two contingency scenarios of expanded charging infrastructure.

teristics of the shared tour, on any given day, providing this service to 9% of vehicle-days

is equivalent to increasing everyone's battery capacity level by 17%, in terms of BEV daily

adoption potential. This suggests that car-sharing service makes the improvement in battery

capacity more impactful. In Section 4.3.2, we found that under the contingency scenario

where the sampled household vehicle-day in NHTS data is assumed to be a typical vehicle-

day, intra-household vehicle sharing may increase BEV daily adoption potential. However,

this would require coordination between household members to change their vehicle trip

schedule.

4.3.1 Shared vehicle services

To evaluate BEV daily adoption potential when personal vehicles are complemented by

a shared vehicle, we examine a contingency scenario where a shared vehicle replaces the

personal vehicle for the longest home-based tour of a high-energy vehicle-day. A home-

based tour is defined as a tour that starts from home and ends at home. There could be
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Figure 4-10: BEV daily adoption potential with shared-vehicle services compared to
business-as-usual scenario.

multiple trips in between. We surmise that BEV daily adoption potential would increase

if travelers have access to another vehicle for the high-energy days when the day energy

requirement cannot be met by a BEV on one charge. We choose a tour instead of a trip

because it is convenient for the traveler to use the same vehicle for the entire tour without

the need to switch vehicles between trips. Also, if a shared vehicle is only used for part

of the tour and a personal vehicle is used for the rest, the personal vehicle will not be at

the same location at the start and end of the tour. This might cause inconvenience to the

travelers if they need to use the personal vehicle again. Due to the lack of location data, we

are not able to identify tours that are not home-based.

The marginal increase in REV daily adoption potential in this scenario approximates

an exponential decay as REV battery capacity ranges from 9.2 kWh to 55 kWh (shown in

Figure 4-10). A 2013 Nissan Leaf model with access to a shared-vehicle for the longest

home-based tour is equivalent to a REV with 34.7 kWh usable battery capacity in terms of

REV daily adoption potential. Under this framework, we may evaluate the impact of shared

vehicle services on REV daily adoption potential in terms of battery capacity improvement.

The trade-off between improving REV battery capacity and providing shared-vehicle ser-

vices is visualized in Figure 4-11. We define the following terms to help with the illustration

of the concept:

Baseline battery capacity: defined as the "existing" battery capacity.
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Figure 4-11: Comparing effect on BEV daily adoption potential when increasing BEV
battery capacity and providing access to a shared-vehicle. X axis represents "baseline
battery capacity" and Y axis represents "DAP-equivalent battery capacity".

DAP-equivalent battery capacity: defined as the battery capacity that is equivalent to

complementing a BEV with the baseline battery capacity with a shared vehicle in

terms of increasing BEV daily adoption potential.

We find that the relationship between baseline battery capacity and DAP-equivalent battery

capacity closely resembles the fitted linear regression line with a slope of 1.17, as baseline

battery capacity ranges from 9.2 to 55 kWh (as shown in Figure 4-11). This suggests that if

we increase the baseline battery capacity by 1 kWh, we will see the same impact on BEV

daily adoption as increasing the battery capacity by 1.17 kWh when car-sharing services is

available. This implies that the additional value added by car-sharing services is 0.17 kWh

for every unit increase in battery capacity. For example, on a typical day, providing car-

sharing to 9% of vehicles is equivalent to increasing everyones' battery capacity by 17%,

in terms of BEV daily adoption potential.

We want to examine more closely what kind of home-based tour is being shared when
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Figure 4-12: Travel time distribution of the shared tour with car-sharing services.

shared vehicle service is available in this contingency scenario. As shown in Figure 5-

11, the duration of the shared home-based tour, the longest trip in the shared tour and the

duration of driving in the tour increase as baseline battery capacity increases. These char-

acteristics can vary among vehicle-days. For example, for a 2013 Nissan Leaf model, the

average duration of the shared home-based tour is around eight hours on average. Yet this

can vary between three and twelve hours depending on the characteristics of the vehicle-

day. During the 8-hour shared tour, the traveler only drives for 2 hours. When battery

capacity reaches the ARPA-E target (converted from ARPA-E battery specific energy tar-

get, assuming the battery mass of a 2013 Nissan Leaf model), the duration of the shared

tour increases to around 9.5 hours on average, with more than 4 hours spent on driving.

This suggests that more time is spent on driving in the shared tour on high-energy days as

battery capacity increases.

4.3.2 Intra-household vehicle sharing

To evaluate BEV daily adoption potential when personal vehicle-sharing within households

is allowed for multi-vehicle households on a given day, we apply a similar framework as
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Travel time variability of the shared tour with car-sharing services.

in Section 4.3.1 to examine the potential of balancing personal vehicle energy use through

"strict vehicle sharing" and "relaxed vehicle sharing" to increase BEV daily adoption po-

tential.

The increase in BEV daily adoption potential when allowing "strict vehicle-sharing"

is nearly negligible (by a maximum of 1 percent) due to the limit on matching vehicle

trip time and location. While in "relaxed vehicle-sharing", we observe a slightly more

significant increase by a maximum of 4 percent. In this scenario, the marginal increase in

BEV daily adoption potential decreases as BEV battery capacity ranges from 9.2 kWh to

55 kWh. This suggests that with the constraints imposed, within-household vehicle-sharing

has the potential to increase BEV daily adoption potential, but in order to see a significant

effect, incentives are needed to encourage changes in current vehicle trip schedule.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The work of this thesis fills a gap in the current literature by linking vehicle travel demand

at a national level with the impact on vehicle electrification of expanded BEV charging

infrastructure and car-sharing. We focus on the following three research questions: 1) How

are people using their vehicles on high-energy vehicle days where a BEV cannot meet its

day energy requirement? 2) What is the impact of expanded public BEV charging infras-

tructure on BEV daily adoption potential? 3) What is the impact of car-sharing services and

intra-household vehicle-sharing on BEV adoption potential? Answering the first question

helps us identify the characteristics of high-energy vehicle-days that cannot be electrified

on one charge. To begin o answer the second and third questions, we examine two po-

tential solutions to meet travel demand on high-energy vehicle-days, namely, improving

public BEV charging infrastructure and car-sharing opportunities (including commercial

or other large-scale car sharing and within-household car sharing).

To address the first question, we have proposed a set of methods that can be applied

to extract vehicle-day activity profiles that are representative of high-energy vehicle-days

at the national level. We have analyzed the most common vehicle-day activity profiles on

high-energy weekdays and weekends. These activity pattern will be useful in the future

when we examine how charging and car-sharing activities would fit into the schedule of a

high-energy vehicle-day.

To address the second question, we have evaluated two contingency scenarios: 1) when

public charging stations are widely available and 2) when only home-charging is available.
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The impact on BEV daily adoption found in these two scenarios can be considered as an

upper and lower bound of expanded BEV charging infrastructure.

To address the third question, we have developed a framework to evaluate the cost trade-

off between providing car-sharing services and improving battery capacity. We have also

developed an intra-household vehicle sharing model to estimate the potential of balancing

vehicle-day energy use between household vehicles. To demonstrate each method, we have

evaluated a contingency scenario which assumes that the sampled vehicle-day in NHTS is

a typical day for each household.

Applying these methods lead to several key insights. We have found that 44 vehicle-

day activity profiles can represent all observations of high-energy weekdays, with 90% of

the data below the desired representativeness threshold 9* = 0.2, while 63 activity profiles

are needed to represent high-energy weekends. This is a significant reduction considering

the large data size and shows that there are regularities in vehicle-day activities for high-

energy days. High-energy and low-energy days have also shown statistically significant

differences in terms of vehicle-day activity patterns. Using information from vehicle-day

activity profiles, we find that expanded public charging infrastructure can have a significant

effect on extending the functional range on high-energy days, and that the effect depends

on the battery capacity level and charging speed. Car-sharing services can also play an

important role. For example, providing car-sharing for the longest home-based tour to 9%

of vehicle-days is equivalent to increasing everyones' battery capacity level by 17%, in

terms of BEV daily adoption potential.
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Chapter 6

Future work

In the future, we are going to examine how charging and car-sharing activities would fit

into the vehicle-day activity schedules of a high-energy day identified in Section 4.1. Ad-

ditionally, we will analyze the primary purpose of the shared tour with either car-sharing

services or another vehicle in the household. It could be the case that for some types of

tours, switching trips from one vehicle to another would incur inconvenience to the user.

For example for long-distance vacation trips, travelers might prefer to use the larger vehi-

cle due to the need for more storage. Chauffering children to school might also require a

large vehicle. Moreover, we can evaluate other contingency scenarios such as those that

might provide shared vehicle services for the home-based tour with the longest driving

time. We will also derive the "willingness-to-pay" for intra-household vehicle-sharing us-

ing a similar framework to the one we used to compare the provision of car-sharing services

with improved battery capacity. This would give us an estimate of the incentives needed

to encourage the balancing of household vehicle day energy use. If longitudinal data of

household vehicle use is available in the future, other questions can be examined regarding

the impact of shared-vehicle services and intra-household vehicle sharing on BEV adoption

potential.
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Appendix A

Figures
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Figure A-1: Most common vehicle-day activity profiles on low-energy weekdays that rep-

resent at least 1% of observations.
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Vehicle day activity profiles representing at least 1% of observations
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Figure A-2: Most common vehicle-day activity profiles on low-energy weekends that rep-
resent at least 1% of observations.
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